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Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of systematic durational variability as a marker of prosodic structure in the speech of university educated Indian English speakers from four L1 backgrounds (Hindi, Bengali, Tamil and Telugu), with the aim of investigating the degree of uniformity in Indian English prosody. The results reveal a complex picture, with some evidence for L1 influence, alongside possible convergence factors, both in the direction of native English features and in the direction of pan-Indian features. We discuss the implications of these findings with regard to the status and putative homogeneity of Indian English.
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1. Introduction

‘Indian English’ (IndE) is a term commonly applied to the variety(ies) of English as used by speakers in India (and also by the Indian diaspora around the world). The vast majority of IndE speakers in India are native speakers of one or more indigenous Indian languages, and while some are exposed to English at home from a very early age, most are exposed from school (at varying stages). Despite the wide and generalized application of the term, the concept of IndE is somewhat hard to pin down, owing to a variety of factors, including vast linguistic diversity and complex multilingualism, factors themselves shaped by rapidly changing socio-economic conditions. The influence of indigenous L1s is strong [see 1,2,3] potentially leading to the identification of multiple varieties of IndE. However, these substrate features may themselves be convergent (identifiable as ‘areal features’, in segmental phonology [4] and prosody [5]), and other unified target features may also emerge in a process of standardisation of IndE [6].

There is thus on-going debate in the literature over the status of IndE [7,8,9] and the question of whether we are dealing with essentially a single pan-Indian variety or multiple sub-varieties [6,7,10,11,12,13]. While it has been established that IndE has some shared phonological features, irrespective of L1, more recent experimental research finds evidence for influence of specific L1s [10,13,14], with the added complexity that the extent of L1 influence may also vary depending on the feature under investigation [6,10,13]. Any uniform approach to prosody, whether based on prosodic features of a native English variety or not, for example, is less likely to be taught explicitly, and so prosody may plausibly show greater L1 influence. The present paper adds to the body of research and examines the effect of L1 on the use of durational differences in IndE to signal, among other things, aspects of prosodic structure, in particular to mark lexical and sentential prominences and prosodic phrase boundaries.

In contrast to the fairly large number of studies on the segmental phonology of IndE, much less research has been conducted on its prosody in general, and in particular on aspects of duration and timing. Earlier studies on prosody have often been preliminary or based on a limited number of L1 backgrounds or/and speakers [10,13,14,15]. [6] examine Hindi and Telugu English and L1s. Work on rhythmic properties has claimed that IndE is more “syllable-timed” (a misnomer for expressing, essentially, lesser variability in vocalic and consonantal intervals), across various L1s and locations [12,16] although as with rhythm research on other languages, results differ across metrics and speech style, and other parameters, such as F0 and intensity are reported to be important [12]. There is evidence that IndE, depending on register and variety, may show certain temporal properties characteristic of native varieties of English, such as unstressed vowel reduction and phrase-final lengthening, but less than in e.g. British English [12]. [16], researching Telugu and Hindi English, find some evidence for L1 influence, but much more similarity than in the L1s themselves.

The purpose of this study is to investigate a set of temporal phenomena that are well-documented in native varieties of English, across a set of IndE varieties, as differentiated by the L1 of the speaker: Hindi, Bengali (Indo-Aryan), Telugu and Tamil (Dravidian). The four L1s in question are phonologically distinct, both segmentally and prosodically. All of them have a quantity contrast in consonants, but only Hindi, Telugu and Tamil have contrastive vowel length. Hindi has default prominence on the final syllable [17], while Telugu and Bengali have it on the first [18, 19]. There is disagreement on the existence and location of stress in Tamil [20,21,22], but [23], reports that consistent differences in F0 give prominence to initial syllables. The phonetic signalling of stress in Indian languages is a point of debate, with [17,24] claiming, on the one hand, that there is no phonetic cue to lexical stress in Hindi, and [25] claiming, on the other, that duration is a useful acoustic cue (together with pitch accent, see also [26]). Research suggests that vowel and syllable duration, together with pitch, are reliable markers of prominence also in Telugu [27].

[6] report greater phrase-final lengthening in Telugu than in Hindi, and evidence for this being replicated in the associated variety of IndE. They also report a differentiation in lexical stress patterning: for the production of the same set of disyllables, V2 was longer for Hindi speakers, and V1 longer for Telugu speakers. Rhythmically, Hindi has been described as ‘syllable-timed’ [28]; Telugu as ‘mora-timed’ [29] and Tamil variably as stress-timed [21,23,30]; syllable-timed [31], or neither [2], or mora-timed [32].
The temporal phenomena selected for investigation in this study were:

1) Phrase-final lengthening
2) The duration of tense and lax vowels
3) Stress-conditioned durational variation

If L1s exert a strong influence on varieties of IndE, we would predict that Bengali-English does not make durational distinctions between 'tense' and 'lax' vowels, given the lack of durational contrast in Bengali, but that the other varieties do. We also predict, since durational cues to lexical and phrasal prominences are, at best, subtle, in the L1s concerned, that durational cues to lexical and phrasal prominences in IndE would also be, at best, subtle. Finally, for phrase-final lengthening (PFL), given the lack of research on this in L1s, we are not in a position to make strong predictions. However, given that PFL is a widely attested phenomenon across many languages, and has been reported in both Telugu and Hindi, to differing degrees, we expect to find evidence across different varieties of IndE.

2. Method

2.1 Speakers

Six female and two male speakers of Indian English were recorded at the University of Hyderabad, India. All speakers were enrolled in a university degree at the time of data collection, had started learning English at the age of 4-7 years, identified as bi- or multilingual, and were aged 22 to 30. Participants represented four L1 backgrounds (2 speakers each): Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and Bengali. Participants for each L1 spoke the same dialect, with the exception of Bengali. One L1 Bengali speaker (DS) grew up in Guwahati, Assam, and learned an Eastern variety of Bengali (she also lived in various places in India, and had been more exposed to British English in her education), while the speaker (SP) was from West Bengal and learned the Kolkata dialect.

2.2 Materials and analysis

The speakers were asked to read "The North Wind and the Sun" passage three times in a neutral voice, i.e. as if telling a story. The part of the story analysed consisted (across the two speakers per variety) of 87 IPs for Telugu-English, 79 IPs for Tamil-English, 68 IPs for Bengali-English, and 77 IPs for Hindi-English (differences across variety resulting from differences in prosodic phrasing in delivery, which may potentially be influenced by the size of accentual phrases in the L1 concerned). The speakers were recorded in a quiet room using a Zoom H4nSP audio recorder with an external lapel microphone. The recordings were made at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. For each speaker, the sound file deemed to have the most natural reading was selected for further analysis and converted into mono .wav files. The selected recordings were segmented and annotated using the WebMAUS services, Munich Automated Segmentation web platform [33]. The segmentation was manually corrected and annotated in Praat [34]. Additional Praat annotation included the following tiers: consonantal and vocalic intervals, syllable boundaries, degrees of prosodic prominence, intonational phrase boundaries (IP). Three degrees of prosodic prominence were identified for labelling: unstressed (U), stressed (S) and nuclear stressed (SS). 'U' and 'S' were guided by dictionary-definitions of prominence pattern, although with the flexibility to adjust where the prominence pattern was clearly different in IndE, or if intonational phrasing placed prominences elsewhere. 'SS' was identified as being the most prominent syllable in the intonational phrase, as judged by the authors (one of whom is a native speaker of British English, and the other is a near-native speaker of Australian English). Syllables and segmental intervals at the beginning and end of IPs were also marked. Duration measurements were automatically extracted, using a script, for consonantal and vocalic intervals, and syllables.

3. Results

3.1 Short vs long vowels

Consistent with our predictions, Bengali-English speakers showed no distinction in duration between vowels that are phonetically long and short in British English, in either unstressed (Figure 1a) or stressed syllables (Figure 1b), with the one exception of one Bengali-English speaker making a distinction for the stressed condition. The general lack of distinction in Bengali-English is presumed to reflect the influence of Bengali L1, in which vowel duration is not phonologically contrastive, unlike the other L1s investigated. The exception, for one Bengali speaker and in the stressed context only, could be a result of a higher degree of exposure to British English during her education.
In all other varieties of IndE investigated, a distinction was made in both stressed and unstressed conditions. Again, this is consistent with our prediction that those speakers with an L1 with contrastive vowel length would be more likely to produce vowels of different durations in their IndE, even though the vowel duration in English is typically seen as one phonetic aspect of a more generalized quality contrast. Further, spectral, analysis is needed to examine whether these IndE speakers use durational distinctions as the only or most robust means to signal the vowel contrast.

The figures give results for medial position, where relevant data were most abundant, but this proved to be the case also for initial unstressed syllables and final nuclear accented syllables (for other conditions there were not sufficient data). For unstressed syllables, Tamil-English made the largest distinction, and in general, across varieties, the distinction was greater in the stressed condition.

3.2 Stress-conditioned durational variation

Contrary to our prediction, speakers of IndE from all four L1 backgrounds show systematic duration variation between stressed and unstressed syllables, in initial, medial (see Figure 2) and final position, with stressed syllables significantly longer than unstressed ones (p<0.001 in all cases).

Looking at differences in the vowel duration alone, this pattern is replicated for Bengali- and Tamil-English in all phrase positions, while in Telugu- and Hindi-English it is only replicated in initial and medial position. Phrase-finally, vowels in stressed syllables are not significantly longer than those in unstressed syllables, suggesting that the systematic difference found at the level of the syllable phrase-finally is attained at least partially through consonant lengthening in the coda. Further investigation is required to determine this.

Additionally, while the distinction is statistically significant for both units measured, the distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables is notably greater than that between stressed and unstressed vowels in Tamil-English, suggesting that variation in consonant duration makes an important contribution also in this variety in the signalling of stress. Curiously, Bengali-English does not show this pattern suggestive of consonant lengthening, even though Bengali, uniquely among the L1s investigated, has contrastive length only in consonants and not in vowels. We conjecture that, even though there is no contrastive consonant length to signal in English, the specific constraints placed on consonant duration, and not on vocalic duration, in (Bengali) L1, may be exerting an influence here.

While there is a clear differentiation between stressed and unstressed syllables in terms of duration, none of the four IndE varieties examined show a significant distinction in the duration of stressed and nuclear-accented syllables. This raises the question as to whether the underlying L1s (and therefore the Indian Englishes on which they can be expected to exert an influence) have nuclear accents as understood and identifiable in e.g. British English varieties, and if they do, whether these are solely realized through pitch movement, and indeed whether there are different constraints on their precise realization in the phrase.

3.3 Phrase-final lengthening

The final source of durational variation investigated was the presence of lengthening at phrase-boundaries, specifically phrase-finally, since this is known to be a marked feature of British and American varieties of English. The results show different patterns for stressed and unstressed syllables.

For unstressed syllables, there is clear evidence of phrase-final lengthening across all four varieties of IndE, particularly for Tamil-English and (to a lesser degree) in Hindi-English (see Figure 3a, and also replicating findings by [6], for which the differences are highly statistically significant for both speakers. For Telugu-English and Bengali-English the trend is the same, but is highly significant in only one speaker of each.

For stressed syllables (see Figure 3b), while there is a trend for syllables to be longer phrase-finally, the difference is only statistically significant for one Bengali-English speaker. It has already been shown that all speakers lengthen the duration of prosodically prominent syllables (see section 3.2), and so we know that durations for this condition are already quite long (on average > 250ms), even when phrase-medial. While speakers show phrase-final lengthening in unstressed syllables (as we have also shown above), they appear not to mark stress-conditioned lengthening and phrase-final lengthening cumulatively. It is conceivable that L1-mediated constraints are at play which limit the extent of durational variability between syllables, and thus the double-lengthening effect of prosodic prominence and phrase-final position is effectively being suppressed. This would suggest that the general rhythmic properties of L1s (reported to be more evenly timed in all four

![Figure 2: Mean duration in ms of stressed and unstressed syllables, in phrase-medial position, across speakers and L1s](image)

![Figure 3a: Mean duration in ms of unstressed syllables in phrase-medial and phrase-final position, across speakers and L1s](image)
phoneticall properties of the L1 in question which shape how IndE speakers
As discussed above, there may be more general, rhythmic
lengthen significantly further as a result of being phrase
is only evident in unstressed syllables
IndE
others.
converge with the native target on one feature but vary on
temporal feature in isolation, either, since speakers may
to what extent,
whether these L1s also display phrase
be due to this different exposure. Dialectal differences in her
L1 Bengali may also play a role. More data, from a wider range
of speakers, are needed in order to investigate this more fully.

4. Discussion and conclusion

This study set out to investigate the extent to which the IndE
spoken by native speakers of different L1s shows uniformity in
the production of a set of temporal properties, and the degree to
which possible influence of L1 can be detected. The results
present a somewhat complex picture, with some evidence of L1
influence (e.g. in the presence or absence of lexical vowel
duration differences associated with tense and lax vowels), but
also the pan-IndE adoption of temporal characteristics of native
English varieties, such as phrase-final lengthening. The latter
would appear to indicate that the target phonology and phonetic
implementation of IndE are, at least in some respects, pan-Indic
and distinct from native L1s spoken. Nevertheless, the extent to
which this apparent adoption of a native English feature needs
to be explored more carefully. Since there is little research on
whether these L1s also display phrase-final lengthening, and if
so to what extent, close phonetic analysis is needed of the same
subjects speaking their respective L1s. The evidence of PFL
may, in fact, be an example of convergence between a
characteristic of native English varieties and Indian L1s.

A complete picture cannot be gained by looking at a
temporal feature in isolation, either, since speakers may
converge with the native target on one feature but vary on
others. With regard to this, there is evidence of a possible pan-
IndE ‘resistance’ to the cumulative application of structural
‘triggers’ to vowel lengthening, in that phrase-final lengthening
is only evident in unstressed syllables. Stressed syllables, which
are already longer through being prosodically prominent, do not
lengthen significantly further as a result of being phrase-final.
As discussed above, there may be more general, rhythmic
properties of the L1 in question which shape how IndE speakers
phonetically implement prosodic structure, and these might
become more dominant in spontaneous speech, or in certain
speech settings or styles.

A consequence of the lack of PFL in stressed syllables is
that the durational cue to stress in these varieties of IndE is less
acoustically salient. Since unstressed syllables do lengthen
finally, the durational distinction with their stressed syllable
competitors is decreased.

With regard to whether we are dealing with one or multiple
varieties of IndE, it is difficult to determine from small dataset
such as this how representative these results are for each of the
IndE investigated, even for speech of the same register and by
speakers of similar educational background and socio-
omic circumstances. Different kinds of speech elicitation and
setting, including spontaneous speech, and speakers with
varying degrees of education in English, would most likely
introduce greater variation in timing between IndE of different
L1s. The next steps in our research will involve, in addition to
more speakers per variety, looking also at spontaneous speech
recorded alongside the read passage. We shall also analyse
associated temporal and prosodic phenomena in recordings
made of their L1 speech to determine whether divergences can
be attributed to the influence of a given L1, or to different levels
of acquisition, or indeed to the existence of multiple forms of
IndE, providing a choice of targets for the speaker. A closer
examination of accent and phrasing is also needed, in close
conjunction with analysis of L1s, in order to understand how
durational cues are integrated with pitch movement in the
signaling of prosodic structure.
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